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Adobe Flash is not installed and will install automatically at the download site. Cisco IP Communicator is a soft-phone application that brings your work telephone to your personal computer. It emulates a telephone and provides a full set of telephone features for you to use at your desktop computer. The user interface is organized into a number of windows that appear and disappear as you click on them.
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Technical support: Contact the Cisco TAC at 1-800-462-2842 for free technical support for Cisco IP Communicator v 8.6. During a recent upgrade of two IP phone systems, we had a major one hour problem with Cisco IP Communicator and the Cisco CallManager (CSM). I will review a brief summary of the problem we had and hopefully prevent it in the future. We upgraded two CSM v 7.x system with a
total of 300 IP phones, most of the phones were IP WAN phones. The upgrade was done from a template with a large amount of customizations in place. During the upgrade process, we used 2 PMTU per port, which is not recommended by Cisco, but we did it as a last resort (most customers limit to single PMTU). After the upgrade was done, the phones could not contact the RMA web server, they would get
stuck in a state that could not be called or paged. After some troubleshooting, we realized that the phones were not able to access a remote IP as they should have. After we restarted the phones and the CSM, the phones came back on the network but no longer could access the RMA server. So we disabled the PMTU on all routers and switches and all phones came back online and were able to access the RMA

server just fine. After some testing we noticed that the phones were now able to use the PMTU of the switches as the default, although this was not recommended by Cisco. Even though we disabled the PMTU, we could still see the traffic through NetFlow/Sflow, but the clients that were trying to contact the RMA server would get the error: Obtaining remote IP address failed At this point, I was a little
frustrated at what I thought was some software glitch on Cisco's part, so I proceeded to request a free upgrade of CSM to CSM v 8.0, the problem went away and all phones could get their remote IP. I chalked this one up to "the system wanted to update to the latest version", so I did not think anything about it. When it came time to do my monthly contract renewal, I read through the agreement and noticed I

had a 14 day right to cancel the product, so I proceeded to cancel it, but I noticed that the agreement said that even if I cancelled the product, I had to pay 1cb139a0ed
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